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3. Rational speech acts



Rational speech acts

1. Reasoning about language involves reasoning about  
   communicative goals  

2. Communicative goals can be complex 

3. Communicative goals can interface with perception 



Three different kinds of sampling

Weak sampling: the samples you get are generated from the prior (or 
from you), and then the machine tells you which ones are consistent 
with the hypothesis

Strong sampling: the samples you get generated from hypothesis

Pedagogical sampling: the samples you get generated to maximize 
your likelihood of inferring the hypothesis



The gavagai problem

Quine (1960)



The size principle!

P(       |dog)

…

P(       |dalmation)
<



What kind of action is communication?

P(dalmation|       )∝ P(       |dalmation)P(dalmation)



Pteacher (d |h) ∝ Plearner (h |d)α

Communication is a kind of “teaching”

Plearner (h |d) ∝ Pteacher (d |h) P (h)

This is a recursive reasoning process!



Pragmatic inference (Goodman & Frank, 2016)

Suppose you heard me say: “My friend has glasses”

Which one of these people is my friend?



Pragmatic inference (Goodman & Frank, 2016)

Suppose you heard me say: “My friend has glasses”

Why not guess randomly from these two?



Pragmatic inference as recursive reasoning



The literal listener

listener

speaker

literal

The Literal listener randomly 
chooses a face that matches 
the description



Checking our intuition about the literal listener

listener

speaker

literal

P(     |glasses) = ½

P(     |glasses) = ½

P(     |glasses) = 0

P(     |hat) = 1

P(     |hat) = 0



The speaker

listener

speaker

literal

The Speaker chooses a word in 
proportion to informativeness 
to the Literal listener

= ½

= 1



The pragmatic listener

listener

speaker

literal

The Listener chooses a 
referent in proportion to how 
likely the Speaker is to have 
used that word to refer to it



Pragmatic inference in young children

Stiller, Goodman, and Frank (2015)



Using pragmatic inference to learn words

This is a dinosaur with a dax

Frank and Goodman (2014)



Using pragmatic inference to learn words

Frank and Goodman (2014)

By the power of 
Bayes’ rule!

This is a friend  
with a dax



Working through this model

This is a dinosaur with a dax

Frank and Goodman (2014)

PL ( | ) ∝ PS ( | ) P ( )



The gavagai problem is a communicative inference problem

Quine (1960)



What else can pragmatic inference solve for us?

P (h |a, e, g) ∝ P (e |a, h) P (a |g, h) P (h)
Pragmatic inference is about the relationship between 
what people say and what their goals are

So far, we have taken the goal to be successful reference

But is that all we do with language?



Nonliteral understanding of number words (Kao, Wu, Bergen, & Goodman, 2014) 

1.“It took 30 minutes to get a table” 

2.“It took 32 minutes to get a table” 

3.“It took a million years to get a table”

What do these utterances mean?



Rational Speech acts might have multiple goals

G1: Communicate about the state of the world (s)

G2: Communicate about the speaker’s affect (a)

G1e: Communicate about the state of the world exactly
G1a: Communicate about the state of the world approximately

Plistener (s, a |u) ∝ ∑
g

PS (s) PA (a |s) PG (g) Pspeaker (u |s, a, g)



Predictions from this joint state and affect model



People’s judgments are qualitatively predicted by the model



Competing social goals

Suppose you were in CMU’s improv troupe Scotch and Soda,  
and you just put on your final show  

You ask a friend how the show was and she says “it was great!”

How well do you think show went?

terrible amazing

1              2              3              4              5              6              7



Competing social goals

Suppose you were in CMU’s improv troupe Scotch and Soda,  
and you just put on your final show  

You ask a friend how the show was and she says “it was ok”

How well do you think show went?

terrible amazing

1              2              3              4              5              6              7



Modeling polite speech (Yoon, Tessler, Goodman, & Frank, 2018)



People hedge when they want to be polite



Inferring a speaker’s meaning from what they said

I had carrots and bees for 
dinner

Really? 
How were they?

I like carrots  
and peas too



Integrating top-down and bottom-up cues

“I had carrots and  
[bees/peas]  
for dinner”



A noisy-channel model of language processing

arrive at a higher overall posterior probability P(si j sp) by pos-
iting more noise–corresponding to a lower P(si ! sp) than if
there were no noise–in combination with a higher plausibility
P(si). For example, suppose that the comprehender perceives the
sentence, “The mother gave the candle the daughter.” The prior
likelihood for the literal meaning of this sentence is very low—
corresponding to the idea that the mother would give her
daughter to a candle—with the consequence that the overall
posterior probability P(si j sp) may be higher for the slightly
edited sentence, “The mother gave the candle to the daughter.”
The prior plausibility for the edited sentence is much higher, and
as long as the likelihood P(si ! sp) of deleting a single function
word is not too low, we may end up with a higher overall pos-
terior likelihood for the edited sentence. Thus, the critical part of
a noisy-channel account is that independent knowledge about
likely meanings can lead listeners to interpretations that differ
from the literal interpretation of the speci!c acoustic or visual
stream they perceive.
Here, we evaluate this general framework by manipulating

the terms in the Bayesian decoding setup, P(si) and P(si ! sp)
across the !ve syntactic alternations (23) shown in Table 1, in
a sentence comprehension task using visually presented mate-
rials. We restrict our attention to alternations in which the
content words are identical across the two variants, because
(with the exception of confusable words) it seems unlikely that
a comprehender would assume that a content word from the
intended utterance would be omitted or that a content word
from outside the intended utterance would be inserted. For
example, in a context in which a boy is not mentioned, people
will not interpret “the girl kicked” as possibly meaning that the
girl kicked the boy, and they will assume that part of the meaning
of the intended utterance includes “girl” and “kicked.” Syntactic
alternations allow for the same thematic content to be expressed
in different ways: by ordering the components of the message in
a certain way, we can emphasize one or another part of the
message. For example, to convey the idea of the girl kicking the
ball, we can choose between the active frame (“The girl kicked

the ball”) and the passive frame (“The ball was kicked by the
girl”), and this choice depends on whether we want to focus the
comprehender’s attention on the girl and what she did vs. on the
ball and what was done to it. Critically, although different syn-
tactic alternations (Table 1) share the fact that the two alter-
natives are identical in terms of propositional meaning, they can
vary in how close the alternatives are, under simple string edits
(see also refs. 17–19).
For each of the !ve alternations that we investigated, we

considered semantically plausible and implausible sentences.
To construct the implausible versions, we swapped the order of
the noun phrases that are involved in each alternative (e.g., “The
mother gave the daughter the candle” ! “The mother gave the
candle the daughter”; “The girl kicked the ball” ! “the ball
kicked the girl”). When the sentence is plausible, the prior
probability is high, and thus comprehenders should interpret the
sentence literally. However, the prior probability of implausible
sentences is low. Therefore, if comprehenders rationally follow
Eq. 1, their interpretation of implausible sentences should de-
pend on how close the perceived string is to a plausible alter-
native. For instance, the implausible sentence, “The mother gave
the candle the daughter,” could have resulted from the plausible
sentence, “The mother gave the candle to the daughter,” via
accidental deletion of the word “to.” If the likelihood of deletion
is high, comprehenders may infer this deletion and interpret the
sentence as the plausible sentence, “The mother gave the candle
to the daughter,” not the perceived one. Similarly, the implau-
sible sentence, “The ball kicked the girl,” could have resulted
from the plausible sentence, “The ball was kicked by the girl,” via
accidental deletion of the words “was” and “by.”
We evaluate four speci!c predictions of this rational noisy-

channel comprehension account.

Prediction 1. As a !rst approximation, we assume that there are
two types of string edits: insertions and deletions. We further
assume that string edits are independent and that both types of
string edits occur with equal probability. This has the conse-
quence that comprehenders should be more willing to forego the
literal interpretation when the semantically plausible interpretation
involves positing fewer changes to the signal under the noise
model, compared with more changes. Under Eq. 1, compre-
henders should prefer sentences si such that the likelihood of
generating sp, P(si ! sp), is high. If string edits are independent,
then P(si ! sp) increases as the differences between si and sp
decrease, so that si is more likely to be hypothesized to be the

Fig. 1. Communication across a noisy channel, following Shannon (7).

Table 1. The necessary edits to get from an English construction to its alternation

English constructions Plausible version Change Implausible version

1. Active/passive a. The girl kicked the ball. (active) Two insertions c. The girl was kicked by the ball. (passive)
b. The ball was kicked by the girl. (passive) Two deletions d. The ball kicked the girl. (active)

2. Subject-locative/
object-locative

a. Onto the table jumped a cat. (subject-locative) One deletion,
one insertion

c. The table jumped onto a cat. (object-locative)

b. The cat jumped onto a table. (object-locative) One insertion,
one deletion

d. Onto the cat jumped a table. (subject-locative)

3. Transitive/intransitive a. The tax law bene!ted the businessman.
(transitive)

One insertion c. The tax law bene!ted from the businessman.
(intransitive)

b. The businessman bene!ted from the tax law.
(intransitive)

One deletion d. The businessman bene!ted the tax law.
(transitive)

4. DO/PO goal a. The mother gave the daughter the candle.
(DO-goal)

One insertion c. The mother gave the daughter to the candle.
(PO-goal)

b. The mother gave the candle to the daughter.
(PO-goal)

One deletion d. The mother gave the candle the daughter.
(DO-goal)

5. DO/PO benefactive a. The cook baked Lucy a cake. (DO-benef) One insertion c. The cook baked Lucy for a cake. (PO-benef)
b. The cook baked a cake for Lucy. (PO-benef) One deletion d. The cook baked a cake Lucy. (DO-benef)

The !ve alternations that are investigated in this paper are as follows: 1, active/passive; 2, subject-locative/object-locative; 3, transitive/intransitive; 4,
double-object/prepositional phrase object goals; and 5, double-object/prepositional phrase object benefactives. The number of insertions and deletions that
are needed to form an implausible alternation from the plausible version is provided for each plausible/implausible pair, as a proposed hypothesis for how the
implausible versions might be generated. benef, benefactive; DO, double object; PO, prepositional phrase object.

2 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1216438110 Gibson et al.

“carrots	and	bees”sP:“carrots	and	bees”

“carrots	and	peas” “carrots	and	bees”sP:

1

2

Gibson,	Bergen,	&	Piantadosi	(2013)



Adults are sensitive to the reliability of the speaker and the channel

Gibson,	Bergen,	&	Piantadosi	(2013)

“The	mother	gave	the	candle	the	daughter”

The	ball	was	kicked	by	the	girl

The	cat	jumped	onto	the	table

The	cook	baked	Lucy	a	cake

The	ball	kicked	the	girl

Onto	the	cat	jumped	the	table

The	cook	baked	Lucy	for	a	cake

… …



Testing noisy-channel integration in 4- and 5-year-olds (Yurovsky, Case, & Frank, 2015)

Plausible Implausible

“My cat has three little 
kittens” 

“My cat has three little 
hammers” 

Exposure (x8)

“I had carrots and bees 
for dinner” 

“I had carrots and bees 
for dinner” 

Test (x8)



Adults and children correct more when exposed to the Plausible Speaker

adult child
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As speech gets noisier, listeners should rely more on expectations

“I had carrots and bees for 
dinner” 

“I had carrots and bees for 
dinner” 

Test (x8)

Noisy Speech No Noise



Noisier speech leads to greater reliance on expectations
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Rational speech acts

1. Reasoning about language involves reasoning about  
   communicative goals  

2. Communicative goals can be complex 

3. Communicative goals can interface with perception 


